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The swap Monte Carlo algorithm combines the translational motion with the exchange of particle
species, and is unprecedentedly efficient for some models of glass former. In order to clarify the
physics underlying this acceleration, we study the problem within the mean field replica liquid
theory. We extend the Gaussian ansatz so as to take into account the exchange of particles of
different species, and we calculate analytically the dynamical glass transition points corresponding
to the swap and standard Monte Carlo algorithms. We show that the system evolved with the
standard Monte Carlo algorithm exhibits the dynamical transition before that of the swap Monte
Carlo algorithm. We also test the result by performing computer simulations of a binary mixture
of the Mari-Kurchan model, both with standard and swap Monte Carlo. This scenario provides a
possible explanation for the efficiency of the swap Monte Carlo algorithm. Finally, we discuss how
the thermodynamic theory of the glass transition should be modified based on our results.
PACS numbers: 64.70.Pf,05.20.-y,64.60.My
I. INTRODUCTION
In many materials, with decreasing the temperature or
increasing the density, the supercooled liquids dynamics
shows dramatic slowing down and eventually gets frozen
without developing any crystalline order. This is the so-
called glass transition [1–5].
One of the promising theory to explain the glass tran-
sition is the so-called random first order phase transition
theory (RFOT) [6–10], which attributes the slow dynam-
ics to the emergence of a very large number of long-lived
metastable states. It has been shown that the RFOT sce-
nario holds exactly in the high dimensional limit [11, 12].
In finite dimensions, there are several systematic approx-
imation schemes that allow one to calculate the quantita-
tive values of the thermodynamic quantities [11, 13–18].
The RFOT theory predicts the existence of two impor-
tant transition densities (temperatures). The first is the
dynamical glass transition point, ϕd [see Eq. (5) for a
precise definition of packing fraction ϕ in our model], at
which exponentially many metastable glassy states arise
in the free energy landscape. At the mean-field level,
or equivalently, at the high dimension limit, the life-
time of the metastable state is infinite and the relaxation
time diverges. The divergent behavior of the relaxation
time upon approaching ϕd from the liquid side is well
described by the mode coupling theory (MCT) [3, 19],
which was first independently derived by kinetic theory
and later integrated in the RFOT scenario [6, 20]. In fi-
nite dimensions, contrary to the high dimensional limit,
the dynamical transition is avoided and the lifetime of
the metastable states is finite even above ϕd. Above
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ϕd, the relaxation is controlled by the configurational en-
tropy, which is the logarithm of the number of metastable
states [7, 8, 21]. With increasing the density, the config-
urational entropy decreases and eventually vanishes at
the thermodynamic glass transition point, the so-called
Kauzmann transition point, ϕK [22]. Above ϕK , the
system is permanently trapped in the lowest free energy
state, called the ideal glass state. It is quite challeng-
ing to reach the genuine thermodynamic glass transition
point, if any, because the relaxation time of the super-
cooled liquid increases very rapidly above ϕd and the
system easily goes out of equilibrium while still being
far from ϕK . Still, several indirect evidences that sup-
port the existence of the thermodynamic glass transition
have been reported, including a growing static correla-
tion length [8, 23, 24] and an ideal glass transition in
randomly pinned systems [25–29].
Even if a thermodynamic glass transition exists, it is
still unclear whether or not such a transition would be
the main ingredient inducing slow dynamics in real su-
percooled liquids. Indeed, a totally different scenario to
explain the slow dynamics has been proposed. The so-
called dynamical facilitation theory (DFT) claims that
kinetic constraints play an essential role in the slow
dynamics of supercooled liquids [5, 30, 31]. Under
this assumptions, the theory describes well the quali-
tative behavior of the relaxation time in finite dimen-
sions [5, 32, 33]. Furthermore, on the Bethe lattice, the
Fredrickson-Andersen (FA) model [34], which is a typical
model in the DFT class, exhibits very similar behavior to
the MCT [35–40]. Also, in finite dimensions, a Kac ver-
sion of the FA model describes well the avoided dynam-
ical transition [41]. These successes of the DFT suggest
that dynamic rules are indeed important.
To clarify the effects of the dynamic rules on the slow
2dynamics of supercooled liquids, it is helpful to observe
the dynamic rule dependence. If the slow dynamics is
originated solely by a thermodynamic glass transition,
the dynamical behavior of supercooled liquids should de-
pend only weakly on the details of the rules governing the
dynamics [42]. This assumption is however inconsistent
with recent results obtained by computer simulations us-
ing the swap Monte Carlo algorithm (swap MC) [43–49].
The swap MC combines the standard Monte Carlo algo-
rithm with the exchange of particles species. The com-
puter simulations of some polydisperse systems demon-
strate that the swapMC can equilibrate the system about
10 orders of magnitude faster than the standard MC [47–
49]. Clearly, the standard RFOT scenario fails to explain
this result, because it totally neglects the details of the
systems dynamics. It is thus desirable to reformulate the
RFOT scenario so as to take into account the effects of
the dynamic rule.
In this work, we perform a first step in this direc-
tion, by investigating the binary Mari-Kurchan (MK)
model [50, 51], which is a mean-field model belonging
to the RFOT class, with the swap and standard MC al-
gorithms. We separately calculate the dynamical glass
transition point with the swap MC, ϕswapd , and with the
standard MC, ϕmcd , and we show that ϕ
mc
d < ϕ
swap
d .
We also perform computer simulations of the binary MK
model and compare with the analytical result, showing in
particular that between ϕmcd and ϕ
swap
d , the swap MC is
more efficient than the standard MC. Finally, we discuss
the thermodynamic glass transition and the relaxation
dynamics above the dynamical transition point of more
realistic glass forming systems.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we roughly sketch the main idea of our theory. In Sec. III,
we introduce the model. In Sec. IV, we derive the analyt-
ical expression of the free energy. In Sec. V, we calculate
the order parameters and phase diagram from the free
energy. In Sec. VI, we report the computer simulation
and compare with the theoretical results. In Sec. VII, we
discuss the configurational entropy, the thermodynamic
glass transition point, and the activated dynamics. In
Sec. VIII, we summarize the results and conclude the
work.
II. SKETCH OF THE FRAMEWORK
Before going into the details of the theory and the
model, here we give a qualitative explanation of our the-
ory. Within the RFOT scenario, the slow dynamics is at-
tributed to the emergence of long-lived glassy metastable
states. The dynamics within one of these states is as-
sumed to be arrested on the experimental time scale.
This dynamical arrest manifests itself in the two-time
correlation functions, such as the mean square displace-
ment or the intermediate scattering functions. In partic-
ular, if xi(t) is the position of particle i at time t, the
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the dynamics in a glass
state, and its translation into the replica framework. Here,
the circles describe the position of particles, while the differ-
ent colors describe the different species. The transparent and
non-transparent symbols correspond to the initial configura-
tion (encoded by replica 1) and the long-time configuration
(encoded by replica 2), respectively. In the standard MC
ansatz, we assume that in the glass phase particles keep their
identity at all times (i.e. exchanges are forbidden), so that in
different replicas, the same particle must of the same type. In
the swap MC phase, we assume that in the glass phase parti-
cles can change type during time, so that in different replicas,
the same particle can have different types.
mean square displacement (MSD) is defined as
MSD(t) ≡ 1
N
N∑
i=1
〈
(xi(t)− xi(0))2
〉
. (1)
In the liquid phase, the long-time limit of the MSD is
diffusive, MSD(t) ∼ 2dDt for t→∞, where D is the dif-
fusion constant. In the glass phase, instead (at least in
the mean field limit), the long time limit of the MSD is a
constant, expressing the fact that particles are caged by
their neighbors and cannot diffuse, so they remain close
to their initial position at all times. One can think of the
swap algorithm as a dynamics in which a given particle
does not have a definite type and it can exchange its type
with other particles during the dynamical evolution [48].
The question is therefore whether such an exchange pro-
cess can facilitate the dynamical relaxation, leading to
an increased efficiency of the swap algorithm.
If the dynamical arrest is related to the emergence of
metastable states, it can be captured by a purely ther-
modynamic calculation: this is indeed the essence of the
RFOT scenario. Such a calculation can be performed via
the so-called replica liquid theory (RLT) [52], in which
long-time correlations in the dynamics are translated in
correlations between different copies of the original sys-
tem (replicas); see Refs. [11, 13, 14] for details. We thus
introduce replicas, which can be thought as configura-
tions of the same glass separated by an extremely long
time evolution. In the liquid phase, as the system dif-
fuses, the different replicas are uncorrelated. Above the
dynamical glass transition point, ϕd, many metastable
states arise. In the metastable states, because diffu-
3sion is arrested, the same particles of different repli-
cas remain close together, and can be thus thought as
“molecules” [11, 13, 14].
Our central assumption is that different kind of
molecules describe different dynamical rules, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.
• In the case of the standard MC without particle
swap, we assume that particles of different species
can not be exchanged in a glassy metastable state,
or more precisely, that the typical time scale to ex-
change particles of different species is much longer
than the lifetime of the metastable state itself.
Hence, a particle keeps its identity at all times, and
as a consequence, the replica molecules must con-
sist of particles of the same species, see the left
cartoon of Fig. 1.
• This assumption is inappropriate in the case of the
swap MC, because particles of different species can
be exchanged much more easily than in the stan-
dard MC. In this case, we thus assume that in the
glass phase, particles can still change their identity
over time, and the replica molecules can thus con-
sist of particles of different species, see the right
cartoon of Fig. 1. This kind of ansatz was first
proposed by Coluzzi et al. [53] and later explicitly
implemented by Ikeda et al. [54].
The assumptions that the long-time correlations are dif-
ferent in the standard and swap MC dynamics, and that
they can be encoded in different replica ansatzes, are the
crucial working hypothesis behind our analysis; we be-
lieve that it should hold at least in the mean field limit.
In Sec. IV, we discuss the details of the two ansatzes
and calculate ϕd of the binary Mari-Kurchan model (MK
model). In Sec. VI, we report a comparison of the the-
ory with computer simulations of the same system, which
provides strong support for the validity of our hypothesis
in this system.
III. MODEL
In this section, we introduce the model. We consider a
system consisting of an equal number of large and small
particles. The particles interact with the following po-
tential:
VN =
∑
i<j
vµiµj (xi − xj +Λij), (2)
where
vµiµj (xi − xj +Λij) =
{
∞ if |xi − xj +Λij | ≤ σµiµj
0 if |xi − xj +Λij | > σµiµj
.
(3)
Here, xi,xj ∈ Rd denote the particle positions and
µi, µj ∈ {L, S} denote the particle species. σLL, σSS are
the diameters of large and small particles, respectively.
We assume that the potential is additive, σLS = σSL =
(σLL + σSS)/2. Λij is a quenched randomness and for
each pair of i < j, Λij is generated independently from
the probability distribution function,
P (Λij) =
1
V
, (4)
where V is the volume of the system. The total number
of particles is N = NL+NS, with particle concentrations
xµ = Nµ/N . The number density is ρ = N/V , and the
packing fraction is given, in the case d = 3 which will be
our focus in the following, by
ϕ =
pi
6
ρ[xLσ
3
LL + xSσ
3
SS ] . (5)
We also impose Λij = −Λji so that the shifted distance
between the i-th and j-th particles is to be symmetric,
|xi − xj +Λij | = |xj − xi +Λji| . (6)
Because of the quenched randomness, Λij , particles in-
teract with other randomly chosen particles instead of
their nearest neighbor particles. The model is similar to
models defined on random interaction graphs, and one
can obtain the analytical expression of the free energy
through mean field techniques [50].
IV. FREE ENERGY CALCULATION
In this section, we derive the analytical expression of
the free energy. In case of the swap MC, one should take
into account the exchange of the particle species as well
as the translational motion of the particle position. The
partition function can be written as
Z[{Λij}] =
N∏
i=1
∑
µi
∫
dxie
−β
∑
i<j vµiµj (xi−xj+Λij), (7)
where N is the number of particles and β is the inverse
temperature. Note that the Gibbs factor N ! does not
appear, because all particles are distinguishable due to
the quenched randomness [50]. Using the self-averaging
property, the free energy can be calculated as
−βF ≡ logZ[{Λij}] ≈ logZ[{Λij}], (8)
where the overline denotes averaging over Λij . We ana-
lyze the free energy using the replica method [55, 56]. Be-
cause of the quenched disorder, the treatment might look
different from the usual replica liquid theory [11]. How-
ever, as we will see below, the two methods are identical.
To perform the disordered overage, we rewrite Eq. (8) as
−βF = lim
n→0
logZ[{Λij}]n
n
. (9)
4We shall use the one-step replica symmetric breaking
ansatz (1RSB); we divide n replicas into n/m subgroups
and assume that only the m replicas in the same group
are correlated [55, 56]. The 1RSB structure, coupled to
the fact that replicas in different blocks are completely
uncorrelated (this property does not hold for all models),
allows to factorize the partition function as Zn = (Zm)
n
m .
Substituting this expression into Eq. (9), one obtains
−βF = logZ
m
m
, (10)
where
Zm =
∏
i<j
∫
dΛijP (Λij)

 m∏
a=1
N∏
i=1
∑
µai
∫
dxai


× exp

−β m∑
a=1
∑
i<j
vµai µaj (x
a
i − xaj +Λij)

 . (11)
Note that except for the factor m−1, the free energy
Eq. (10) is the same of the one considered in the stan-
dard replica liquid theory [11]. Thus, we can use the
standard RLT of usual supercooled liquids without the
quenched disorder. The partition function Eq. (11) can
be analyzed using the saddle point method, see Ref. [50]
for the details. After some straightforward calculations,
we obtain
Sm ≡ logZ
m
N
= logN − 1
N
∑
µ
∫
dxρµ(x) log ρµ(x)
+
1
2N
∑
µ,ν
∫
dxdyρµ(x)ρν(y)fµ,ν(x− y),
(12)
where we have used the shorthand notations x =
{x1,x2, · · · ,xm} and µ = {µ1, µ2, · · · , µm}. We have
also introduced the density distribution function,
ρµ(x) =
N∑
i=1
〈
m∏
a=1
δ(xa − xai )δ(µa, µai )
〉
, (13)
and the replicated Mayer function,
fµν(x− y) =
m∏
a=1
e−βvµaνa (x
a−ya) − 1. (14)
The full optimization of the free energy Eq. (12) for a
completely general form of ρ is a very difficult task. In
order to simplify the calculations, below we approximate
ρ by assuming that it has a Gaussian form.
A. Ansatz for the swap Monte Carlo algorithm
Here, we construct an ansatz for the swap MC. We
simply assume that the distribution function can be fac-
torized as
ρµ(x) = ρ(x)g(µ). (15)
In principle, one can avoid this assumption and con-
sider a more general ansatz, but the calculation becomes
more involved as shown in Appendix. For the distri-
bution function of the positions, we assume a Gaussian
form [11, 13]
ρ(x) = ρ
∫
dX
m∏
a=1
γA(x
a −X), (16)
where γA(x) = e
−|x|2/2A/(2piA)d/2. This is the same
of that used for the one-component MK model [11, 50],
and we stress that this ansatz has no particular physical
meaning, it is chosen only to make the calculation sim-
pler. The cage size A corresponds to the order parameter
of the particle position. A→∞ corresponds to the liquid
state, while a finite value of A corresponds to the glass
state. For g(µ), we assume the same form of the distri-
bution function of the mean-field spin glasses [55, 57]:
g(µ) = C−1m e
H
∑
a σ(µ
a)+∆
2
2
∑
ab σ(µ
a)σ(µb)
= C−1m
∫ ∞
−∞
Du
m∏
a=1
e(H+u)σ(µ
a), (17)
where σ(L) = +1, σ(S) = −1 (i.e. large particles are
associated to up spins, small particles to down spins),
and Du = du × e−u2/2∆2/
√
2pi∆2. Cm is determined
from the normalization condition,
∑
µ g(µ) = 1. H fixes
the numbers of large and small particles by
Nµ = N
∑
µ
g(µ)δ(µa, µ), (18)
where NL (NS) is the number of large (small) particles.
In particular for the equimolar system, NL = NS , which
we shall investigate below, one can show that H = 0.
The correlation function of the particles species can be
calculated as a function of m and ∆:
qm(∆) ≡
〈
σ(µ1)σ(µ2)
〉
=
∫
Du tanh(u)2 cosh(u)m∫
Du cosh(u)m
.
(19)
In equilibrium, the order parameter of the glass transi-
tion is calculated by setting m = 1 [11]. The function
q(∆) = q1(∆) monotonically increases with ∆ from zero
to unity as shown in Fig. 2. q (or ∆) plays the role of
the order parameter of the particle species. q = 0 (or
∆ = 0) corresponds to molecules made of completely un-
correlated particle types, and a finite value of q (or ∆)
corresponds to molecules made of predominantly similar
particles (i.e. finite correlation between particle types).
The case q = 1 (or ∆ =∞) corresponds to fully identical
particle types, as in the left panel of Fig. 1.
Substituting the above ansatz into the free energy,
5FIG. 2. ∆ dependence of q(∆)
Eq. (12), we obtain
Sm = logN + Sxid + Sσid + Sint,
Sxid = − log ρ−
d
2
(1−m) log(2piA) + d
2
logm− d
2
(1−m),
Sσid = logCm −
∆2
2
(m+m(m− 1)qm(∆)) ,
Sint = ρ
2
∫
dr
[
1
C2m
∫
DuDvQ(r, u, v)m − 1
]
,
(20)
where
Cm =
∫
Du [2 cosh(u)]m (21)
and
Q(r, u, v) =
∑
µν
euσ(µ)+vσ(ν)
∫
dr′γ2A(r + r
′)e−βvµν(r
′).
(22)
The order parameters, A and ∆, are determined by the
saddle point conditions, ∂ASm = 0 and ∂∆Sm = 0. In
particular, we focus on the limit of m → 1, which cor-
responds to the equilibrium glass transition [11]. In this
limit, we obtain the following self-consistent equations:
A =
1
ρ
MA(A,∆),
∆ =M∆(A,∆),
MA =
[
−e
−∆2
4d
∫
dr
∫
DuDv
∂Q
∂A
[logQ− f ]
]−1
,
M∆ = − 1
1 + q
[
− f
′
2
+
∆2
2
q′
+
ρ∆e−∆
2
4
∫
drDuDvQ (logQ− f)
− ρe
−∆2
8
∫
drDu′DvQ (logQ− f)
− ρe
−∆2
8
∫
drDuDv′Q (logQ− f)
+
ρe−∆
2
8
∫
drDuDvQf ′
]
, (23)
where we used the shorthand notation F ′ = ∂∆F and
introduced an auxiliary function;
f(∆) = e−∆
2/2
∫
Du 2 cosh(u) log [2 cosh(u)] . (24)
B. Ansatz for the standard Monte Carlo algorithm
In case of the standard MC without particle swap, we
assume that particles of different species can not be ex-
changed. All m replicas should have the same species,
namely,
g(µ) =
∑
µ
xµ
m∏
a=1
δµa,µ, (25)
where xµ = Nµ/N is the number fraction of the µ-species.
This corresponds to the previous ansatz for ∆ =∞. For
ρ(x), we use the same Gaussian ansatz of the swap MC,
Eq. (16). Substituting the ansatz into the free energy,
Eq. (12), we obtain
Sm = logN + Sid + Sint,
Sid = log 2− log ρ− d
2
(1−m) log(2piA) (26)
+
d
2
logm− d
2
(1 −m),
Sint = ρ
2
∑
µν
xµxν
∫
dr [Qµν(r)
m − 1] , (27)
where
Qµν(r) =
∫
dr′γ2A(r + r
′)e−βvµν(r
′). (28)
6FIG. 3. ϕ dependence of the order parameters at σLL/σSS =
1.4 and d = 3. The blue solid lines denote the result of the
swap MC (with order parameters q and A), while the red
dashed line denotes the result of the standard MC (with a
single order parameter A).
From the saddle point condition ∂ASm = 0, we can cal-
culate the value of A. In the m→ 1 limit, we obtain
A =
1
ρ
M(A), (29)
where
M(A) =
[
1
d
∑
µν
xµxν
∫
drQµν logQµν
]−1
. (30)
C. Numerical solution of the equations
The self-consistent equations, Eqs. (23) and Eq. (29),
can be solved iteratively. The dynamical glass transi-
tion point ρd is defined as the density at which nontrivial
solutions of the order parameters appear [11]. Near ρd
however, the iterative method becomes inefficient and it
takes a long time to find the transition point in this way.
An efficient way is to calculate the dynamical transition
point from
ρswapd = minA
[
MA(A,∆(A))
A
]
,
ρmcd = min
A
[
M(A)
A
]
, (31)
where ∆(A) is obtained by solving iteratively ∆ =
M∆(A,∆).
V. ORDER PARAMETERS AND PHASE
DIAGRAM
In this section, we discuss the density dependence of
the order parameters and the phase diagram obtained by
solving the self-consistent equations derived in Sec. IV.
We first discuss the behavior of the swap MC. We solve
Eqs. (23) and calculate the order parameters of the swap
MC, q(ϕ) and A(ϕ). The result at σLL/σSS = 1.4 and
FIG. 4. Phase diagram of the binary MKmodel. The solid red
line denotes the dynamical transition point of the standard
MC. The filled blue symbols with the dashed line denote the
dynamical transition points of the swap MC. The blue dashed
line is an eye guide.
d = 3 is shown in Fig. 3 with the blue solid lines. For
sufficiently small ϕ, A = ∞ and ∆ = 0 indicating that
there is no correlation between replicas and the system
is in the liquid phase. As ϕ is increased, q(ϕ) jumps
from zero to a finite value at the dynamical transition
point, ϕswapd ≈ 2.02. Simultaneously, A(ϕ) drops from
infinity to a finite value. This means that, even within
the swap MC ansatz, finite correlations of the particle
species spontaneously appear in each glassy metastable
state. This is consistent with recent computer simula-
tions where the slowing down of the positional degree of
freedom has been found to be concomitant with that of
the species [48].
For the standard MC, we calculate A(ϕ) by solv-
ing Eq. (30). The result is shown in the right panel
of Fig. 3 as a red dashed line. A(ϕ) of the standard
MC changes discontinuously at the dynamical transition
point ϕmcd ≈ 1.87. The dynamical transition point of the
standard MC is then smaller than that of the swap MC,
ϕmcd < ϕ
swap
d . This means that the slow dynamics of the
standard MC sets in before that of the swap MC, pro-
viding an explanation for the efficiency of the swap MC.
The value of A(ϕ) with the swap MC is higher than that
of the standard MC, which is also consistent with recent
computer simulation results [48].
From Eqs. (31), we can calculate the dynamical tran-
sition point. The results are summarized in Fig. 4. As
expected, the dynamical transition point of the standard
and swap MC are the same when the size ratio is unity.
The difference between ϕmcd and ϕ
swap
d becomes larger
with increasing the size ratio. Note however that, in
Eq. (15), we assume that the cage size is independent
from the particle species. This assumption would be in-
appropriate when the size ratio becomes very large: we
discuss in the Appendix a more general ansatz with two
different cages, one for each type of particles.
7VI. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
A. Methods
In this section, we perform computer simulations of
the binary MK model and compare the results with the
theoretical predictions discussed in Sec. V. We employ
standard MC and swap MC simulations for the equimo-
lar binary MK model in d = 3. The number of large
and small particles are NL = 500 and NS = 500, re-
spectively. In case of the standard MC, we randomly
choose a particle and try to shift the particle position as
(x, y, z)→ (x+εrx, y+εry, z+εrz), where rα is a random
number uniform in [−1, 1] and ε is an algorithm param-
eter. We fix ε = 0.25 in this simulation. We accept the
new position if the particle shifted in the new position
does not overlap with any other particle. For the swap
MC, in addition to the shift of the particle position, we
try to swap the sizes of particles. We randomly choose
two particles i and j, and try to exchange their sizes; note
that each particle keeps its label (i.e. particle i remains
i and j remains j) and its random shifts (otherwise the
move would never be accepted), but the sizes of the two
particles are exchanged (i.e. particle i now has the di-
ameter of j, and viceversa). We accept this trial move if
there are no overlapped particles in the new configura-
tion. We try to shift the positions with probability 1−α
and to swap the sizes with probability α. As in Ref. [47],
we set α = 0.2. We prepare initial equilibrated configu-
rations by using the planting method, which in the MK
model allows one to obtain perfectly equilibrated config-
urations even beyond ϕd [50, 51]. Below, we report the
results for σLL/σSS = 1.4. We have confirmed that the
qualitative behavior is unchanged for different values of
the size ratio.
B. Self-correlation function and relaxation time
The first observable that we investigate is the self-
correlation function, which characterizes the slow motion
of the particle positions [58]:
Fs(k, t) =
N∑
i=1
1
N
〈
eik·(xi(t)−xi(0))
〉
, (32)
where k denotes the wave vector. Because the system
is isotropic, Fs(k, t) is a function of the absolute value
of k. Following Ref. [50], we set k = |k| = pi. In Fig. 5,
we plot Fs(k, t) obtained by the computer simulation as a
function of the MC step, where one MC step is defined as
N MC trials. At very low densities, the relaxation time
of the standard and swap MC are compatible. On the
contrary, at higher ϕ, Fs(k, t) of the swap MC seems to
relax faster than that of the standard MC. From Fs(k, t),
we define the relaxation time, τα, by Fs(k, τα) = 1/e.
The resulting values of τα calculated by the computer
simulation are reported in Fig. 6. To compare with the
FIG. 5. Equilibrium self-correlation function of the binary
MK model. The red solid lines denote the results of the stan-
dard MC, while the blue dashed lines denote the results of
the swap MC. ϕ = 0.5, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2 from left
to right.
theoretical prediction, we fit the numerical data by the
power law function predicted by the MCT [3]:
τα = τ0(ϕd − ϕ)−γ , (33)
where ϕd is not a fitting parameter, as it is determined
by our theory described in Sec. V. The precise values of
ϕd for the standard and swap MC are ϕ
mc
d = 1.87 and
ϕswapd = 2.02, respectively. τ0 and γ are fitting param-
eters. The result of the fitting is shown in Fig. 6 with
solid lines. We also show the MCT scaling plot in the
inset. The scaling formula Eq. (33) works well for a wide
range of relaxation times, but, for very large values of the
relaxation time (τα > 10
6), the MCT fit systematically
overestimates the relaxation time both for the standard
and swap MC. This is a natural result because, in finite
dimension, the dynamical transition of the MK model is
avoided due to rare hopping events [51].
C. Long time limit of physical quantities
In this subsection, we compare the physical quantities
in the long time limit calculated by theory and computer
simulations. We first observe the MSD defined by Eq. (1).
In Fig. 7(a), we show the equilibrium MSD calculated by
the computer simulation. At small ϕ, the MSD contin-
ues to grow with time and diverges in the long time limit.
Contrary, at large ϕ, the MSD saturates and converges
to a finite value in the long time limit, meaning that par-
ticles are trapped in a narrow region, the “cage”. Using
the Gaussian ansatz, Eq. (16), one can show that the
long time value is related to the cage size, A, by
lim
t→∞
MSD(t) = 2dA. (34)
We approximate the long time limit by the value of
MSD(t) at t = 107 and plot the result with the theo-
8FIG. 6. ϕ dependence of the equilibrium relaxation time of
the binary MK model. The filled red squares and filled blue
triangles denote the result obtained by the computer simula-
tion of the standard and swap MC, respectively. The solid
lines indicate the theoretical prediction. (Inset) Scaling plot
of the same data of the main panel.
FIG. 7. (a) Equilibrium mean square displacement of the
binary MK model. The red solid and blue dashed lines denote
the result of the standard and swap MC, respectively. ϕ =
2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0 from top to bottom. (b) ϕ dependence
of the cage size (long time limit of the MSD). The filled red
squares and blue triangles denote the numerical results of the
standard and swap MC, respectively. The theoretical result
is shown as a solid line of the same color.
retical prediction, see Fig. 7(b). The results of the com-
puter simulation (filled symbols) and theoretical predic-
tion (solid lines) are consistent at large ϕ. However, for
small ϕ, the theory underestimates the cage size, as al-
ready observed in [51]. Part of this discrepancy comes
from the poor approximations used in our theory. In
Appendix, we show that one can obtain a better re-
sult by improving the molecular density approximation,
Eq. (15).
In the swapMC, the particle species changes with time.
The slow dynamics related to this motion is characterized
by
q(t) ≡ 1
N
N∑
i=1
〈σi(t)σi(0)〉 , (35)
where σi(t) = 1 if the i-th particle is a large particle at
time t, otherwise σi(t) = −1. In Fig. 8(a), we show q(t)
FIG. 8. (a) Equilibrium correlation functions of the swap
MC. The solid line denotes q(t) and the dashed line denotes
Fs(k, t). ϕ = 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6 from left to right.
(b) ϕ dependence of q(ϕ). The blue filled circle denotes the
numerical data. The blue solid line denotes the theoretical
prediction.
calculated by computer simulations for several values of
ϕ as a solid line. We also show Fs(k, t) as a dashed line.
One can see that the relaxation time of q(t) is comparable
to that of Fs(k, t). This is consistent with the theoretical
prediction that the order parameters of the position and
species begin to have finite values at the same density
as shown in Fig. 3. Above ϕswapd , the mean-field theory
predicts that q(t) does not decay to zero and converges
to a finite value:
lim
t→∞
q(t) =
〈
σ(µa)σ(µb)
〉
= q. (36)
where q is calculated by the m → 1 limit of Eq. (19).
Instead of the long time limit, we evaluate q(t) at t = 107
MC step and compare with the theoretical prediction.
The result is summarized in Fig. 8(b). The agreement is
good given the simplicity of the approximation. One can
obtain a better result by improving the ansatz, see the
Appendix.
VII. CONFIGURATIONAL ENTROPY,
THERMODYNAMIC GLASS TRANSITION
POINT, AND ACTIVATED DYNAMICS
In this section, we discuss the behavior of the con-
figurational entropy, the thermodynamic glass transition
point and the activated dynamics. Unfortunately, the
intensive free energy of the MK model diverges in the
thermodynamic limit, N → ∞, and we can not discuss
the thermodynamic glass transition of this model [50].
Here instead, we discuss the qualitative predictions of our
theory for more realistic glass forming systems. More ex-
plicitly, we consider standard three-dimensional binary or
polydisperse mixtures of repulsive particles, such as the
ones discussed in [48], though our discussion may apply
to a broader range of systems.
9FIG. 9. Schematic behavior of the configurational entropy.
A. Configurational entropy
The RFOT scenario and the associated RLT generi-
cally (but with notable exceptions [17]) predict that the
thermodynamic glass transition point, ϕK , exists at a
higher density than the dynamic transition density ϕd.
The configurational entropy Sconf characterizes the prox-
imity to the thermodynamic glass transition point, which
is defined by Sconf = Sliq−Sglass, where Sliq and Sglass are
the entropies of the liquid and glass, respectively. In the
liquid phase, Sliq > Sglass and Sconf > 0. With increasing
ϕ, Sconf decreases and eventually vanishes at ϕK .
However in binary or polydisperse mixtures, our the-
ory provides two different configurational entropies cor-
responding to the two different ansatzes discussed above.
Note that approximate analytical calculations of Sconf for
realistic three-dimensional systems could be performed
using the two ansatzes, following e.g. the scheme devel-
oped in [18]. We leave this for future work, and here
we limit ourselves to a schematic discussion of the ex-
pected result. In Fig. 9, we show the expected behavior
of Sconf calculated by the ansatz corresponding to the
standard MC, Smcconf , and that corresponding to the swap
MC, Sswapconf . S
mc
conf and S
swap
conf are well defined only above
ϕmcd and ϕ
swap
d , respectively. In general, S
swap
conf < S
mc
conf
because the glass entropy Sglass associated to the swap
MC is higher than that of the standard MC; this is due to
the additional degrees of freedom related to the particle
exchange, which is only allowed in the swap MC. Thus,
two different thermodynamic glass transition points ϕK
are obtained from our theory. The one calculated by
Smcconf is higher than that of S
swap
conf .
From a purely thermodynamic point of view, the stan-
dard MC ansatz does not have a real meaning. In fact,
thermodynamically one seeks to minimize the free en-
ergy over the whole space of functions ρµ(x), and the
swap MC ansatz gives a lower free energy solution which
thus dominates the partition function and the free en-
ergy. The metastable glassy states in the standard MC
ansatz can be interpreted as an artifact due to the kinetic
constraint that prohibits the exchange of particles of dif-
ferent species. Thus, the thermodynamic glass transition
point should be determined by Sswapconf (ϕK) = 0, or even
better, ϕK should be determined by the full optimization
of the replicated free energy, i.e. using the most general
ansatz for ρµ(x).
Note that a similar issue in the definition of the con-
figurational entropy also appears in computer simulation
studies. One should take into account the exchange of
particle species when calculating the entropy of the glass
state (or the vibrational entropy in the terminology of the
computer simulations and experiments), otherwise one
would overestimate the value of the configurational en-
tropy. The methods proposed so far seem still inappropri-
ate for this purpose. For instance, the inherent structure
method [59, 60] and the Frenkel-Ladd method [61] take
into account only the vibrational motion around the equi-
librium position and neglect the exchange of the particle
species when calculating the entropy of the glass state.
A generalization of these methods to take into account
exchange has been discussed recently in [62]. Another
approach based on spin glass theory [63] has been pro-
posed by Berthier and Coslovich [64]: using the umbrella
sampling, they calculated the free energy as a function
of an overlap order parameter associated to the particle
positions, which partially allows for particle exchanges.
A comparison of the two methods, however, still reveals
discrepancies [49], which might be due to the approxima-
tions involved. A complete treatment of the configura-
tional entropy in computer simulations is left for future
work.
B. Activated dynamics
We now discuss the consequences of this structure for
the dynamics, but we warn the reader that the discussion
of this subsection is highly speculative.
From a dynamical point of view, the solution obtained
from the standard MC ansatz might have an impor-
tant meaning. The RFOT theory claims that above the
dynamical transition point, the free energy has many
metastable states whose lifetime is controlled by the con-
figurational entropy [7, 8]. The theory suggests that in
finite dimensional systems, after an initial slowing down
controlled by the MCT scaling in Eq. (33), the dynami-
cal transition is avoided and activated dynamics sets in,
leading to the following Adam-Gibbs relation:
log τα ∝ S−ηconf , (37)
where the critical exponent η depends on the shape of the
activated region [8]. Eq. (37) predicts that a divergence
of the relaxation time is concomitant to the vanishing
of Sconf . For the swap dynamics, the standard RFOT
scenario could apply, using the configurational entropy
Sswapconf , with the usual caveats and limitations discussed
extensively in [65].
However, in order to apply RFOT arguments to the
standard MC, one should take into account the existence
of an additional local time scale τex(T, ϕ) that controls
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particle exchange. If τex were to be infinite, then one
could apply to the standard MC the usual RFOT argu-
ments leading to an Adam-Gibbs relation controlled by
Smcconf . However, because of its local nature, the time scale
τex cannot diverge at any finite temperature. Therefore,
upon lowering temperature, at some point one will nec-
essarily have
log τmcα ∝ (Smcconf)−η ≫ log τex . (38)
When this happens, exchange becomes much faster than
the lifetime of the metastable states that dominate Smcconf ,
revealing their instability against exchange. This argu-
ment reveals that there must be a temperature Tex below
which (or a density ϕex above which) S
mc
conf looses its dy-
namical meaning (we have already seen that it has no
thermodynamical meaning). Below Tex (above ϕex), the
standard MC cannot follow anymore the Adam-Gibbs re-
lation associated to Smcconf , and a different dynamics must
set in, controlled either by the local exchange processes,
or by the Adam-Gibbs relation associated to the swap
dynamics, depending on how the two processes inter-
act. Note that Tex is expected to be strongly system-
dependent due to the local nature of τex, which depends
on the details of the local particle caging. Note also that
τex exists even in the 3d MK model [51].
One could well imagine a situation in which τex is small
enough that it destabilizes the whole curve Smcconf , i.e.
Tex > T
mc
d or ϕex < ϕ
mc
d . In this case, in finite dimen-
sions the finite lifetime of the states associated to Smcconf
would be determined by single particle hopping out of
the cage [32, 51, 66–68], rather than by RFOT-like col-
lective phenomena. In this scenario, one might therefore
expect that the beginning of the slow dynamics in the
region ϕmcd < ϕ < ϕ
swap
d would be associated to a lo-
cal hopping effect, as in the DFT scenario [5, 30, 31],
while around ϕswapd a crossover to the RFOT scenario
would be observed, as also discussed in [42]. Note that
the precise relation between the hopping kinetic con-
straint considered above and the one assumed in the
DFT is not clear. Finally, systems with shorter hop-
ping timescales would exhibit a smaller window of single-
particle slow dynamics before the crossover to the RFOT
regime is reached. More work is necessary to uncover the
precise mechanisms of the slow dynamics in the region
ϕmcd < ϕ < ϕ
swap
d .
VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we constructed a new ansatz for the
replica liquid theory so as to separately calculate the dy-
namical glass transition points of the swap and standard
Monte Carlo algorithms within the mean field RFOT sce-
nario. This is possible by taking into account the effect
of the exchange of particle species. We applied the the-
ory to the binary Mari-Kurchan (MK) model and cal-
culated the dynamical transition points of the swap and
standard MC, ϕswapd and ϕ
mc
d , respectively. We also per-
formed standard and swap MC simulations of the binary
MK model and quantitatively showed that the dynam-
ics in the standard MC simulation is dominated by ϕmcd ,
while that in the swap MC simulation is dominated by
ϕswapd , thus validating our ansatzes.
We also discussed qualitatively the thermodynamics
and dynamics of more realistic glass forming systems,
as expected from our theory; concrete calculations could
be performed in the future for these systems through
a straightforward extension of the theory. Four dis-
tinct density (or temperature) regions exist, see Fig. 9.
(a) When ϕ < ϕmcd , the relaxation time of the standard
and swap MC are both small, and the system is liquid.
(b) When ϕmcd < ϕ < ϕ
swap
d , there are glassy metastable
states that are stable only if particle exchange is forbid-
den. Therefore, if one uses the swap MC, the system
relaxes as fast as in the liquid. Conversely, if one uses
the standard MC, the system displays slow dynamics due
to the kinetic constraint that prohibits the exchange of
particles species. (c) When ϕswapd < ϕ < ϕK , there are
glassy metastable states in the free energy that remain
stable even if particle exchange is allowed. At the mean
field level, the system is trapped in a metastable state
both for the standard and swap MC, while in finite di-
mensions the RFOT scenario should be applicable, and
activated relaxation should dominate the dynamics in
both cases. Note that when the lifetime of the metastable
states overcomes the typical time scale to exchange parti-
cles of different species, the relaxation times of the stan-
dard and swap MC would become comparable. In both
cases, the relaxation time diverges upon approaching ϕK .
(d) When ϕ > ϕK , the thermodynamic glass transition
takes place and the system loses the ergodicity, remaining
arrested in an ideal glass phase.
It is worth mentioning that, with the appropriate re-
scaling, the slow dynamics of the standard MC is essen-
tially the same as that of other more realistic dynam-
ics such as the Langevin dynamics, Brownian dynam-
ics, Newtonian dynamics, and possibly, the true exper-
imental dynamics [69–71]. Thus, our results should be
translated straightforwardly to these dynamics, provided
the system under investigation is reasonably close to be-
ing mean field, in the sense of a Ginzburg criterion [72].
The latter property is strongly system-dependent, and in
many systems the mean field scenario can be heavily af-
fected by finite dimensional fluctuations. In particular,
it is well known that the dynamical transition points ϕmcd
and ϕswapd become simple crossovers in finite dimensional
systems [65].
Keeping in mind these limitations, our results raise
several interesting points for discussion.
(i) In Sec. VII B, we argued that in one possible sce-
nario, the exchange time τex is smaller than the
Adam-Gibbs lifetime of the states associated to
Smcconf already around ϕ
mc
d . In this case, S
mc
conf would
not control the slow dynamics. One first observes
a slowdown dominated by the local exchange pro-
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cess, and then a crossover to RFOT-like dynam-
ics in presence of exchange, which would be asso-
ciated to Sswapconf . A similar conclusion has been ob-
tained in the work of Wyart and Cates [42]. They
claim that around the (experimental) glass tran-
sition point ϕg, the local activation energy Eloc,
which describes the local physics and cannot di-
verge, is much larger than the collective activation
energy Ecor, which is controlled by the growing
static length scale predicted by the RFOT scenario
and diverges at the thermodynamic glass transition
point ϕK ( or TK). From this assumption, they
concluded that the slow dynamics of realistic sys-
tems is not related to the existence of metastable
states [42]. We consider that the static length scale
orEcor is controlled by S
swap
conf because S
mc
conf is mean-
ingless from the thermodynamic point of view as we
discussed in Sec. VII A. Thus, Wyart and Cates as-
sumption Eloc ≫ Ecor is equivalent to assume that
ϕg is lower than the density at which a crossover
to RFOT-like dynamics associated to Sswapconf takes
place.
(ii) The scenario outlined above, i.e. the fact that the
relaxation of the standard MC dynamics is domi-
nated by local exchange processes is peculiar, al-
most by definition, to systems for which the swap
MC dynamics is efficient. In other words, one
should keep in mind that the class of models inves-
tigated in [48], for which the swap algorithm pro-
vides a speedup of many orders of magnitude, could
be a specific class of glassy systems for which re-
laxation is dominated by local exchange processes.
Other glassy systems could behave differently and
present a truly cooperative relaxation. For exam-
ple, for one-component or nearly one-component
glass forming systems such as the Gaussian core
model [73], the dynamical transition points of the
standard and swap MC are obviously identical and
the region (b) where the slow dynamics is controlled
by the kinetic constraint disappears. Those mod-
els could then display cooperative relaxation and
could thus be ideal playgrounds to test the validity
of the RFOT scenario.
(iii) For systems where the swap algorithm is efficient,
and ϕmcd < ϕ
swap
d , within our mean field frame-
work, we expect that the standard MC dynamics
should exhibit a mode-coupling like phenomenol-
ogy upon approaching ϕmcd , as usual, but the swap
MC should also exhibit MCT-like phenomenology
upon approaching ϕswapd (of course both transitions
would be avoided in finite dimensions due to ac-
tivated processes). In other words, one expects
that the swap MC should develop dynamical het-
erogeneities, a critical MCT scaling of the approach
to and departure from the plateau, etc. Some of
these phenomena are indeed observed in [48], but
a more systematic study should be performed.
(iv) Because the swap MC should become arrested
around ϕswapd , i.e. before the metastable states as-
sociated to Sswapconf are able to develop, this would
not be an efficient algorithm to sample such states.
In particular, the configurational entropy measured
in [49] likely pertains to the region ϕmcd < ϕ <
ϕswapd , i.e. region (b) above, which is the only one
accessible to the swap MC. The configurational en-
tropy Sswapconf is not well defined in that region, and
therefore its measurement could be plagued by am-
biguities, due to the fact that these states have a
finite (and possibly not so long) lifetime in that
region. This is likely to impact in particular the
measurements made via the Frenkel-Ladd method,
which requires states to be stable for long times,
while measurement made through the Franz-Parisi
potential should be more reliable [64].
(v) Finally, our work shows that even in a region where
the slow dynamics is completely dominated by lo-
cal kinetic constraints, one can construct an ap-
propriate thermodynamic theory (in our case, by
forbidding particle exchanges in the construction
of replicated molecules) that is able to capture the
associated metastability; a similar example can be
found in Ref. [74].
We are therefore convinced that our work raises a number
of interesting questions that will hopefully be addressed
by future analytical and numerical works.
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APPENDIX: TWO-CAGE ANSATZ
In this Appendix, we construct a more general ansatz than the decoupling approximation in Eq. (15). We allow
the cage size to depend on the particles species and make the following ansatz:
ρµ(x) = ρ(x|µ)g(µ), (39)
where g(µ) is defined by Eq. (17) and
ρ(x|µ) = ρ
∫
dX
m∏
a=1
γAσa (x
a −X) = ρ∏m
a=1 (2piAσa)
d/2
(
2pi∑m
a=1A
−1
σa
)d/2
exp
[
− 1
4
∑m
a=1A
−1
σa
∑
ab
(xa − xb)2
AσaAσb
]
.
(40)
Here we used the shorthand notation, σa = σ(µa). AL and AS are the cage sizes of large and small particles,
respectively. Hereafter, we call this the “two-cage ansatz”, while we refer to the ansatz in the main text as the
“one-cage ansatz”. Substituting the above ansatz into the free energy Eq. (12), we obtain
logZm
N
= Sxid + S
σ
id + Sint + logN,
Sσid = log
∫
Dh (2 cosh(h))
m − ∆
2
2
(
m+m(m− 1)
∫
Dh cosh(h)m tanh(h)2∫
Dh cosh(h)m
)
,
Sxid = − log ρ+
d
4
m(logAL + logAS) + (m− 1)d
2
log(2pi) + (m− 1)d
2
+
d
2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
[
e−t − 1∫
Dh(2 cosh(h))m
∫
Dh
(
eh−t/AL + e−h−t/AS
)m]
,
Sint =
ρ
2
∫
dr
(
1
C2m
∫
DuDvq(r, u, v)m − 1
)
,
q(r, u, v) =
∑
µν
euσ(µ)+vσ(ν)
∫
duγAσ(µ)+Aσ(ν)(r + u)e
−βvµν(u). (41)
The order parameters are calculated by the saddle point conditions, ∂AL logZm = 0, ∂AS logZm = 0, and ∂∆ logZm =
0. After some manipulations, we obtain the following self-consistent equations:
AL =ML(AL, AS ,∆),
AS =MS(AL, AS ,∆),
∆ =M∆(AL, AS ,∆), (42)
where
ML(AL, AS ,∆) =
d
4 +
d
2
∫∞
0
dt
AL
e−t/AL
[
f
4 − KL2
]
− ρ8e−∆2
∫
drDhDh′ ∂q∂AL (log q − f)
,
MS(AL, AS ,∆) =
d
4 +
d
2
∫∞
0
dt
AS
e−t/AS
[
f
4 − KS2
]
− ρ8e−∆2
∫
drDhDh′ ∂q∂AS (log q − f)
,
M∆(AL, AS ,∆) = − 1
1 + q
[
− f
′
2
+
∆2
2
g′ − d
2
∫
dt
t
[
f ′
2
e−t/Al + e−t/AS
2
K ′
2
]
+
ρ
4
∆e−∆
2
∫
q(log q − f)− ρ
8
e−∆
2
∫
dr
∂Dh
∂∆
Dh′q(log q − f)− ρ
8
e−∆
2
∫
drDh
∂Dh′
∂∆
q(log q − f)
+
ρ
8
e−∆
2
∫
qf ′
]
. (43)
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FIG. 10. Order parameters of the swap MC for σLL/σSS = 1.4. The filled symbols denote the results obtained by the computer
simulation. The solid line denotes the result of the two-cage ansatz. The dashed line denotes the result of the one-cage ansatz.
We have introduced the auxiliary functions, K, KL and KS as
K(AL, AS ,∆) = e
−∆2/2
∫
Dh
(
eh−t/AL + e−h−t/AS
)
log
(
eh−t/AL + e−h−t/AS
)
,
KL(AL, AA,∆) = 1 + e
−∆2/2
∫
Dheh log
(
eh−t/AL + e−h−t/AS
)
,
KS(AL, AS ,∆) = 1 + e
−∆2/2
∫
Dhe−h log
(
eh−t/AL + e−h−t/AS
)
. (44)
We solved the self-consistent equations by using the iterative method for the size ratio σLL/σSS = 1.4. The result is
summarized in Fig. 10. One can see that the two cage ansatz gives a slightly better result than the one-cage ansatz
at this size ratio. Our preliminary calculations for smaller size ratio σLL/σSS ≈ 1.2 predict, however, a decoupling of
the glass transition point of the position and species, which was never observed in computer simulation. The reason
for this discrepancy between the theory and computer simulations is still unclear and its clarification is left for future
work.
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